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What is Filter?

Colorless (neutral) optical filter
Protector, UV filter, ND filter, NDX filter
UV Filter
The UV filter can filtrate the UV wavelengths
under 400mm in spectrum. UV filter is the
most common filter products, cause
compared with film, the sensitization elements
is not so sensitive to UV ray. Moreover, the
UV ray scattering is weaker in life common
use, so the UV filter does not make big
functions. The main function is to protect lens.
However, it functions very well in some places
with strong UV rays, like high altitude area.
Protector
Protector is mainly used for protection of lens
with no filtration for certain wave band.
ND filter
ND filter is used to weaken the transmittance.
The ND rate represents the effect of
transmitting light ray, for example, ND4 shows
the transmittance is 1/4
NDX filter
NDX filter can also be called as VND. It’s
used to weaken the transmittance of light ray,
but the transmittance can be adjustable.
CPL Filter
CPL filter can be divided to PL and CPL. It’s
used mainly to filtrate the reflection of the
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surface and show the texture of item. As the
different theory of polarization, PL can make
focusing and metering faults for cameras with
reflector, therefore, the use of CPL will be
much wider but with lower polarization effect
than PL.
Color Optical Filter
Color optical filter can be divided to single
color optical filter and color temperature
adjustment filter. It’s mainly to filtrate the wave
band for a certain color. In digital age,
computer will make it very easily, so this filter
is gradually getting out of the market.

According to the optical general knowledge, a part of light rays will be reflected by 5% or
absorbed by 2% when the light rays are across a lens. The lens is composed by optical lens
sheets, so if light ray was reflected or absorbed with that level on every lens, the light rays cross
the lens sheets will be very few. That is to say the light rays are hardly damaged when across
the lens.
To improve the transmittance and the image quality of the lens, the lens should be coated by
current lens manufactured techniques. Coating is based on the optical interference theory. A
kind of material (generally it’s fluoride) with thickness of 1/4 wavelength will be coated to
decrease the reflection at the lowest level. Obviously, one sheet can only have effect for one
light color, while multi-sheet can have effect for multi-light colors. The multi-coating is commonly
adopted with different materials of sheets with different thicknesses. The multi-coating can
highly improve the lens
transmittance.
For example: Every
surface reflectance of
uncoated lens is 5%, 2%
with single coated, while it
becomes 0.2% with multi
coatings, which can
improve the contrast and
acutance of the image by
highly decreasing diffuse
reflection between lenses.

The second
reflection 4.5%
The first
reflection 5%

Transmitting 90%

Lens
Optical filter

Filter with special effect (gradient filter)
The visible light transmittance is graduated at
different lens positions of gradient filter. It’s
used to balance the uneven situation of
exposure in image and decrease the lose of
shadow and highlight details.

Lens sheet

ND Grad
The gradient part of ND grad is the same as
transmittance of waveband for every visible
light colors. It will not change the colors.
Color Grad
Color grad, the gradient part only resolves the
transmittance of a certain color waveband for
visible light. The color will be changed
accordingly.
Uncoated
Reflectance 5%

Single-coating
Reflectance 2%

Multi-Coating
Reflectance 0.2%
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Filter, named as optical light filter as well with very wide use, is the common equipment among
photographic accessories. There are two series, plain glass optical filter and optical filter with
diopter, like close-up filter. This book is mainly about the common plain glass optical filter
(shorted as plain filter). The plain filter is used for filtrating and weakening the wave length at a
certain wave band during shooting.

Why Should The Filter Be Coated?

The Explanation of Transmittance Curve of Filter
Abscissa: Wavelength range, unit (nm)
Ordinate:the transmittance for corresponding wavelength, unit (%)
From the chart we can see the transmittance curve for each color light between UV ray 300nm
and infrared ray 700nm

UV range

Transmittance T%
BENRO SHD
BENRO PD
Brand B
Brand K
Brand H
BENRO UD
Uncoated lens

Critical wavelength

BENRO SHD
BENRO PD

Brand B
Brand K
Brand H
BENRO UD
Uncoated lens

Wavelength
(nm)

Imaginary line position of critical wavelength
Transmittance 50% Critical wavelength
(industry standard 380+/-10nm)
The visible spectrum 400-700nm
Transmittance testing range (420-680nm), the above data was tested out with high transmittance.

UV actual test average transmittance T% BENRO SHD
(420-680nm)
BENRO PD
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Transmittance
99.5%

Critical Wavelength
365 nm

99.4%

325 nm

Brand B

99.1%

360 nm

Brand K

98.5%

408 nm

Brand H

98.5%

369 nm

BENRO UD

96.5%

321 nm

Uncoated lens

91.2%

321 nm

There is a trough for brand B test at the wavelength of 583nm.
Because a part of blue-violet light is lost, the complementary
color (yellow) is compensated on the design of system to weaken
the transmittance of yellow.
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Coated filter transmittance curve

1.UV for brand H is the mainstream product in the market. The tested transmittance is only
98.5% which cannot reaches the data shown in the promotional materials with 99.35%
transmittance (if the test range is 400-700nm, the transmittance is only 98.1%)
2.UV for brand K is the top brand in the market but the tested transmittance is only 98.6%
(if the test range is 400-700nm, the transmittance is only 95.5%)
3.The transmittance of BENRO PD UV is very high but the critical wavelength is only 325,
which cannot absolutely prevent UV rays. However, in the digital times, the sensor is not
sensitive to UV rays, so most of UV filters cannot cut off UV. Better transmittance can meet
most of the requirement. The test result of B brand is still perfect, which is worthy to be the
top brand. However, the test result of brand H and K is disappointed and people cannot
see the sincerity of the big factory.

The Explanation of Reflectance Curve of Filter

Multi-coating filter reflectance curve

Abscissa: Wavelength range, unit (nm)
Ordinate: the reflectance for corresponding wavelength, unit (%)
From the chart we can see the reflectance curve for each color light between UV ray 400nm
and infrared ray 700nm

ULCA Multi-coating

Coated filter reflectance curve

Wavelength (nm)
ULCA MultiCoating
Traditional multicoating
Single-coated
Uncoated

Note: when we test the reflectance of one side of lens, the other
side will have influence on it, which will cause bigger error, so
we did not make test comparison for the UV in the market.

Wavelength (nm)

The test equipment for transmittance and reflectance
The color that people see is the reflective color of the item. We can see why the coating
layer can show different colors by enlarging the reflectance curve chart.
ULCA multi-coating: it shows almost colorless, with flat and even reflectance curve, average
reflection for every wavelength, no obvious wavelength reflection, and with super low reflectance.
Traditional multi-coating: it shows in green, because the reflectance at the green wavelength
500-550nm is very strong with big difference for every wavelength reflection. The advantage of
the film system is that the film color is stable because the fixed wave peak is easy to be
controlled. However, if every lens is coated like this, multi-layer will lead to color cast.
Traditional single-coating: it shows in blue, because the reflection of the film surface between
blue and violet at wavelength 400-450nm is very strong and the whole reflectance is also
very high.
Picture shows Shimadzu UV2550 spectrophotometer Benro is using.
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Traditional multicoating
Single-coating

HD Filter

Why do we use HD filter
The below is the common structure picture for photographic optics imaging system. We can see
from the picture that the photographic lens is composed by several spherical lenses. Compared
with parallel lens, spherical lens has more serious influence to the light and the actual imaging
element is no longer dot but spot, so the mutual image different, color difference should be
compensated by multi spherical
lenses with different curvature,
refractivity and thicknesses to
make the spot as small as
possible and meet the resolution
requirement. Currently, the
imaging element of market
camera CMOS or CCD is only
several micrometers; for
example, the imaging element for
D800 is 0.0049mm*0.0049mm. If
the lens can make the imaging spot smaller than the camera imaging element dimension, it will
meet the resolution requirement of the camera.
Though the lens has influence on optical system resolution, we can judge the filter has no
influence for optical systems if the decrease of the general resolution is not high. This filter is
called HD filter. The requirement for imaging quality is getting higher and higher nowadays, the
choice of HD filters will be the mainstream in the future.
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1.
When a beam of light casts to the smooth interface of a
transparent item from the air, a part of light will be reflected
by the smooth surface to the item. This is called light
reflection. The light reflected to the air is called reflected
light. The other part of light will transmit the smooth surface
and enter into the glass item. This is called refraction of
light. The light transmitted to the surface is called refracted
light. The refracted angle is decided by the glass refractivity.
The original casted light is called incident light.

Reflected
light

Incident light

Air

Glass
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High definition is shorted as HD. HD filter is also called high definition filter. HD filter cannot
improve the resolution of the lens itself, but the use of HD filter can make the decrease of
resolution at the lowest level.
Among modern optical filters, CPL and
NDX are used with glued lens. Gluing
techniques are very complicated. Every
feature of lens and glue are different, so
the stress of every direction caused
when the glue is dried develops
tremendous influence to the accuracy of
lens surface, which leads to the
influence of transmitting angle, the light
rays to sensor, lower image quality. the
introduction of HD optical manufacturing
process solved the problem. The lens
transformation was ratified and the light
goes on to the incidence direction,
thereby, there is no damage for the
image quality.

Geometrical Optics Analysis for HD Filter

Refracted
light
Reflected
light

Incident light

Air

Glass
The second
reflected light
Refracted
light

Emergent
light

2. If this is a parallel glass, the refracted light continues
to go in and transmit the smooth interface between glass
and air. The refracted light develops the second
refraction. We can get the result that the first refracted
light and the second refracted light are with the same
direction according to the reciprocity principle, because
this is a parallel glass. The emergent and incident lights
keep the same direction on the absolute parallel glass.

3. In the process of shooting, the imaging light is composed
by every kind of wavelength light. The glass makes
different refractivity for different wavelength lights, so the
refracted white light will be divided into many color lights
with different directions. Through the second refraction, the
light can keep the same direction, but the actual light has
been expanded and there is color at the edge. This is
called chromatic aberration. If the glass is very thick, there
is big influence for imaging system. The common used
filters are often very thin, so the filter chromatic aberration
has lighter influence to the optical system.
Incident light

Incident light

Air

Glass

Refracted
light

Emergent
light

4.If the two planes of the glass are not parallel, there will
be an intersection angle. Therefore, the emergent light
and incident light will not keep the same direction.

Air

Glass

Incident
light B

Incident
light C

Incident
light A

Emergent
light

Air

Glass

5. During the process of manufacturing optical glass
filters, the two planes cannot reach to perfect parallelism
and flatness, so the emergent light at difference surface
position will have different direction, which cannot
guarantee the parallel light conformity. Therefore, the
filters made by parallel glass cannot perfectly go
through the incident light, which to some extent will
make influence to the imaging system resolution.

Emergent
light A

Emergent
light B
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Emergent
light C

Resin Lens

HD CPL Lens
From the above analysis, we can see the influence that single-sheet parallel glass (such as UV)
makes to camera system. If the other filters series such as CPL, NDX and resin ND have the
same influence?

NON-HD CPL

HD CPL

Flat lens

CPL film

HD Resolution Test Equipment

Flat lens

The different thicknesses of lens
and glue, the different environment
stress between the core and side,
and inconsistent transformation of
every position of the gluing filters
result in surface deformation and
make the surface accuracy
seriously decreased.

After the general non-HD CPL is
glued, the decrease of the surface
accuracy leads to the light changing
the direction after transmitting, thus
influences the light that enters into
lens. At last, the image resolution is
decreased.

With HD technology, the surface
accuracy of HD CPL does not
decrease and the transmitting light
direction does not change, thereby
ensure the light directions to the
lens and guarantee the imaging
resolution.

The resolution of BENRO HD CPL and HD adjustable ND is tested by precise collimator to
ensure the quality. This apparatus has a lens with 500mm focus and the simulated unlimited
distance target to simulate the shooting process and test the filter’s influence to resolution when
used in front of lens.

HD Adjustable ND Lens
From the right picture we can say
that adjustable ND lens is composed by
Adjustable HD
lens structure
two CPL lenses, which equals to the two
sides of single-sheet flat glass filters. 6
sides and 2 pieces of CPL films more, the
requirement for every side is 4 times than
single-sheet flat glass filters, so the
CPL A
CPL B
resolution requirement of adjustable ND
will be higher and harder to realize. That
is why the price of HD adjustable ND in the
market is extremely high. Of course, some expensive prices cannot represent that it has
reached to the requirement of HD manufacturing technology.
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Picture 1: With clear lines

Benro resolution detection apparatus

Brand H resolution detection apparatus

Picture 2: with ghost image,
unclear lines
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CPL:
From the picture we can see that the CPL is composed by a CPL film placed in between two flat
lenses. There are totally 4 flats for a CPL system, two pieces more than the single flat glass
filters and one more CPL film, so the CPL resolution demand is obviously higher than the
single-sheet glass filters. There is higher requirement for depth of parallel and flatness to reach
to the level that will not influence the resolution of optical system.

We commonly use square ND and GND for sightseeing shooting. The resin is often used
because of the big size and hardly realized
coating technology. The filters are shaped
by injection with an interbedded mold
composed by two flat glasses, which can
seriously influence the resolution of optical
system. This filter surface accuracy can
hardly compare with the optical filters
made by precise grinding and polishing.
We hope photographers should be more
careful in front of expensive prices to
choose trustworthy brand with high quality
Brand L filter production field
filters.

Without filter

Why the 500mm Lens should be Used for HD Test?

it’s easy to reach
line 20

When we use the filters, photographers commonly use the wide angle to shoot sightseeing.
When make filter resolution test, the short focus is used for test. Actually, filters have bigger
effect for tele end. Why?

very clear image
Filter Basics
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The below is the simple analysis for theory:
The tested lens is a wide angle with field angle 1000
Another lens is long focus with field angle 100
Let’s suppose a certain part of facial form of filter is not good and the offset to the light angle is
10, so the light offset is 1/100 if the filter is used on a wide angel lens and the light offset is 1/10
if it is used on a long focus lens. That is to say, when the imaging unit at the same place is used
on long focus lens, the light is easier to deviate the track and leave the imaging unit. Therefore,
the long focus lens has higher requirement for the filter resolution.
So it is much easier to get the result when we use long focus lens to test filter resolution and
ensures less influence for resolution with shorter focus.

it’s easy to reach
line 20

very clear image

Take Pictures for Resolution Testing Board
(real shot comparison)

it’s easy to reach
line 20

In the actual use, the filter should be used for sightseeing shooting or other themes. No
matter it is wide angle or long focus, the filter is a must-be. It is very important to choose
HD filters to decrease the influence that filters make to image resolution

very clear image

Other Brand CPL

Test Site

there is ghost at
line 20

vague image with ghost

An International
Brand GND0.9

The whole image contrast decreases
seriously
It’s vague at line 14

Lens resolution test comparison (SONY XEXSN + E55-210)
The test is used 210mm end
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vague image and
serious ghost
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Filter Color Offset Test

What is Water Resistance Film?

1.Prepare one piece of grey
card 18%, then fix the camera
on the tripod to take a total
grey photo. Adjust the lens to
MF mode, then put the grey
card in front of the lens with
certain distance to take a total
grey photo. Set the camera
custom white balance by this
photo. Set the camera to be
“Custom White Balance”. The
settlement for each brand
camera is different, so please refer to operation instruction.
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The lens is easy to get stains after the antireflection film is coated on the surface, and the stains
can damage the antireflection effect of the film. Under microscope, we can find that the
antireflection film is in hole structure, so the stains are very easy to be infiltrated into the film.
The way to solve the problem is to coat another layer with dirt and water resistance effect on the
antireflection film, which is called water resistance film. That film should be very thin not to
change the optical features of antireflection film.
The water and dirt resistant film can make the touching area smaller between stains and lens
with the angle of 110 degree and make it is not easy to be adhered on the surface, so the filter
surface can be brighter and cleaner with the function of water, fog, dirt and fingerprint
resistance. The film can be widely used on camera and video lenses, electronics and optical
products. Generally, the
water and dirt resistant
films are used with
antireflection film on the
window products. It also
has the function to add the
surface rigidity and scratch
resistance. The scratch
resistance does not mean
100% scratch resistance
but minor scratch with the
function of window protection. The film can also be used with antireflection film on the car
rearview mirror. When the water drops on the filter, it likes the water drops on the lotus leaf,
which can quickly creep down. It can make the optical windows maintain clear vision.
The water resistant film will have 0.3% influence on resolution, the outer layer of camera
filters are commonly water resistant film if there is no special notes.

2.Put the grey card in the test
environment together with
other color items and then
take an environment test
photo.

Without Filter

What is WMC?
There is WMC sign on BENRO mid-high end filters. WMC, shorted by Waterproof Multi-Coating,
shows that the lens has the function of water, oil and scratch resistance.

3.Install the filter in front of the
lens and take a photo with the
same angle. The exposure
parameter can use automatic
mode.

With Filter

Adopts new super smooth surface to intensify
water and oil resistance resolution technology.
It has the feature of super hard scratch
resistance and has no any influence for image
quality. The water and oil stains can be easily
removed from the lens.
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How to Clean Filter?
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4.Import the two pictures into
the computer and open
PHOTOSHOP; open the
photos taken just now; open
the info window (click F8 on
keyboard);
Put the mouse on the grey
card and the color information
can be seen; Picture shows
RGS is 105, 105 and 105
before use filter, which shows
that the balance is very
accurate.

1.Clean the filter by optical used alcohol and
diethyl ether. Alcohol can dissolve most part
of organics and oil stains and diethyl ether
volatilizes very fast without any traces. The
general users can buy a bottle of pure alcohol
(purity is above 95%) in the drugstore; then
prepare a piece of degreased cloth or optical
used cleaning paper or the senior paper
cannot drop ash easily.

2.Fold the cleaning cloth and roll it to cover
the finger; take the filter by another hand.

3.Take little cleaning fluid by greased cloth.
Do not take too much fluid cause it is hard to
be volatilized and leave water marks.

4.Clean the filters from center to side spirally.

5.The RGB is 103, 112 and
109 after use filter.
It is obvious that there is offset
after use filter according to the
three RGB data. The red color
is less, which makes the filter
to be bias to cold color
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6.
4
2
Green
409nm
98.
56%
OK
UV
Brand z

No

6.
3
2
Green
369.
3nm
98.
40%
OK
UV
Brand H

Yes

6.
4
2
Green
365.
9nm
98.
48%
OK
UV
Brand H

No

6.
3
1
.
4
Green
390.
7nm
98.
04%
OK
UV
Brand M

Yes

7
2
No
98.
69%

407.
1
nm
OK
UV
Brand K

Green

5.
8
1
.
5
Grey
360.
4nm
99.
41
%
OK
UV
Brand B

Yes

5.
2
2
Yes
Grey
366.
3nm
99.
44%
OK
SHD V
UL
C
UA MC
W

Filter Thickness Frame Thickness
mm
mm
Water-proof
Coating Color
Transmittance 50%，
UV Critical Wavelength

Transmittance
Resolution
Test

transmission 50%
coating color Water-proof filter thickness frame thickness
wavelength
420nm-680nm trans
mission average

BE
NRO

A superior UV commonly should have the features like below:
1.The lens adopts superior optical glass material
2.Effectively cut off UV rays
3.High transmittance
4.Low reflectance, the reflective light can be radically weakened.
5.With balanced transmittance and reflectance
6.Ultra thin filter frame can be used on wide angle lens.
7.It’s fit for outdoor use and easy to be cleaned
8.The frame is adopted superior rigid metal material.

UV/Protector Comparison
Chart

What is good UV?

UV Filter

UV Filter

High-end UV Product Comparison

UV means ultraviolet ray optical filter whose use is to filtrate UV ray in the light and avoid the
influence of imaging. The influence shows the blue color offset, white color offset and decreases
the contract of the image. The influence will be very obvious especially in some environments
with strong UV rays like plateau and mountain etc. Meanwhile, UV lens also have the function of
lens glass protection. The first set of glasses is exposed to the air, so the influence of ash,
fingerprint and hard items are unavoidable. If the lens is scratched and coated film damaged,
the imaging quality will have eternal influence. The UV filters installed in front of the lens will
prevent the lens to be damaged from ash, fingerprints etc. Moreover, the filter frames are metal
material which can improve the impact resistance of the lens.

Resolution

What is UV?
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6.
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5
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.
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2

2.
2
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.
4

0.
6

2

2

1
.
1

1
.
9

1
.
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Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Green

Green

Grey

Green

Green

Green

Green

Grey

Blue

Uncoated

Green

328.
6nm

345.
2nm

365.
9nm

385.
2nm

335.
7nm

379.
7nm

368.
1
nm

389.
6nm

322nm

324.
7nm

339.
9nm

98.
60%

98.
81
%

96.
1
2%

98.
42%

99.
35%

98.
37%

98.
1
3%

97.
58%

95.
98%

89.
86%

96.
70%

OK

Filter Thickness Frame Thickness
mm
mm

2

3

4

NG
UV
H
Brand

NG
UV
M
Brand

OK
UD V
UCS
BE
NRO

OK
UV
H
Brand

OK
UV
H
Brand

NG
UV
C
Brand

OK
UV
M
Brand

OK
UV
K
Brand

OK
UV
B
Brand

OK
UV
H
Brand

PD V
U MC
W

Coating Color

Water-proof
Transmittance 50%，
UV Critical Wavelength

Transmittance

1.High transmittance and low reflectance: put different UV lens together to observe the
reflected light color and light strength. The weaker of the strength, the lower will the reflectance
be. That is to say, the better will the coated film be.

1

BE
NRO

UV/Protector对比表格

Resolution
Test

transmission 50%
coating color Water-proof filter thickness frame thickness
wavelength
420nm-680nm trans
mission average
Resolution

Low-end UV Product Comparison

1.With high transmittance and low reflectance: to effectively decrease the possibility of dazzle
light
2.High definition: cannot obviously decrease shooting resolution
3.To check whether there is function of water and oil stains resistance: to effectively protect
filters from the damage made by water and oil stains.

1

A Domestic Brand UV
Transmittance 91.33% @420-680nm
Uncoated, showing white

3

BENRO PD UV WMC
Transmittance 98.6% @420-680nm
Multi-coated, showing green

2

BENRO UD UV SC
Transmittance 95.98% @420-680nm
Single coated, showing blue

4

BENRO SHD UV ULCA WMC
Transmittance 99.29% @420-680nm
Multi-coated, showing dark brown
(almost colorless)
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How to Choose UV Lens?

According to the industry standard (JB/T 6836-1193 UV filters) launched by PRC
Machine-Building Ministry, the UV filters should meet several demands including
spectrum features, critical wavelength, resolution, offset angel and focus etc. The
spectrum and critical wavelength can be seen according to transmittance test data.
The resolution, offset angle and focus conditions can be seen on the resolution
apparatus. Below there are some standard test reports issued by National Camera
Quality Supervision Testing Center.

UV Filter

UV Filter
2.High definition: use resolution apparatus or take a 200mm lens (the longer focus, the
better) for test. Take pictures to see the decreasing levels of resolution. It should not
obviously decrease shooting resolution.

3.To check whether there is function of water and oil stains resistance: spray some water
drops on the lens to check whether the drop is full and easy to be removed. Better water
resistance shows the drops as if they are on lotus leaves.
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Polarized Light

What is CPL?
CPL is shorted by Circular Polarizer Lens. The main function is to eliminate polarized light,
increase the color chroma, deepen the blue color of the sky, highlight the white clouds,
eliminate the reflected light on the flat elements like glass and water, and decrease the soft
focus caused by the air suffused with fog, but not change the image color equalization. A
superior CPL filter cannot make influence to the image color when it is filtrating circular
polarizer. Moreover, the adoption of ultra thin frame can effectively stop the development of
dark corner when use super wide angle lens.

Natural light: Though the light is polarized in essence, the light shows non-polarized under
most circumstances in nature. Because the natural light such as sunshine and lamplight is
composed by many light wave strings, among which every string is polarized but the direction is
in random and changing. After averaged our observation time, there is no advantage in any
directions, which is called natural light and also can be called non-polarized light.
Line Polarized Light: When natural light is across a polarized element, there is only one
direction polarized light can be across this element, and then we can get polarized light. The
vibration direction of line polarized light is sure.

Before Use

CPL Filter

CPL Filter

Circular Polarized Light:
the polarized direction of this
light is rotated regularly,
while the strength of the light
vector keeps the same at the
process of rotation. That is to
say that the light vector is
rotated by a circle. That is
called circular polarized light.
After averaged our
observation time, the circular
polarized light looks like the
same as natural light, but the
polarized direction of the
circular polarized light is
changing regularly and the
direction change of natural
light is random and irregular.
The polarized lens can
eliminate the reflected light
of water, glass and other
non-metal surfaces. That is
because the polarized status
of reflected light is changed
on those interfaces.

After Use
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The Functions of Polarized Lens
1.Eliminate reflected light, light spot and strong reflected light to show the back scenery of the
transparent item.

2.Improve the color saturation.

Before use CPL

Before use CPL

After use CPL

After use CPL

CPL Filter

CPL Filter
Before use CPL

Before use CPL

Note: It can only eliminate the reflected light of non-metal items
and cannot eliminate vertical reflected light.
After use CPL
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After use CPL
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Features of The High-grade CPL
1)Made from high-grade circular polarized glass
2) The transmission reduce a little when CPL glass glue with polarizing film, which will not
influence the transmission
3) The reflection of CPL surface is low, which can greatly reduce the reflected light on the
camera lens
4) The transmission is uniform, and the reflection is uniform
5) Adopt the HD glass, no impact on quality of the image
6) Thin glass, thin frame, no vignetting
7) Easily cleans, and suitable to use at outdoor
8) The frame is made of high-strength metal alloy

3. Darken the blue sky

The blue sky contains
polarizing light

The original blue sky

CPL Filter

CPL Filter
Picture shooting without CPL

Photo of The Blue Sky after using CPL
The blue sky after using Polarized filters
Remarks:
It has direction limit on darken the blue sky
The blue sky is uneven under the wide angle lens
The blue sky effect is poor at horizon
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Picture shooting with CPL
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0
300

400

500
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TP is the polarizing light that the CPL needs to go through, TS is the polarizing
light that the CPL need to blocking, the polarizing filter is use to blocking TS,
and pass TP. So the overall transmission of one super CPL cannot beyond 50%
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Brand H

10

CPL Comparison List

BenroSHD CPL-HD
ULCA WMC/SLIM

20

Brand M

No Coating CPL

30

CPL Filter

CPL Filter

Transmission
90

Brand B

100

0.
1
3%

The transmission of Benro ultra thin CPL is beyond 90% after coating, the overall
transmission is beyond 45%, can efficiently blocking the ultraviolet, and also can
protect the lens.

OK

CPL Transmission Graphs

Comparison List of Current CPL

Benro ultra thin filter frame only expose 3.0mm out of the lens, this can help reduce the
appearance of vignetting compare with normal CPL

SHD P
C
L
-HD L
U
CA MC
W/
SL
I
M

5.4mm

BE
NRO

3.0mm

coating color Water-proof filter thickness frame thickness

Common CPL

400-700nm Tp
ave %

SHD CPL-HD ULCA WMC/SLIM

400-700nm Ts
ave %

Ultra Thin Filter Frame

How to Distinguish the Polarizing Filter

Picture Comparison
Compare with normal CPL, the picture you have taken with Benro HD CPL is
much more sharper

How to know it is linear polarizing filter or circular polarizing filter
1)Linear polarizing filter: The superimposed transparency are superposed to change at any
direction
2)Circular polarizing filter: the front superimposed transparency is superposed to change but
the transparencies in the same direction are superposed not to change.

How to purchase Circular Polarizing Filter

it’s easy to reach
line 20

very clear image

CPL Filter

CPL Filter

Other Brand CPL
there is ghost at
line 20

vague image with ghost

Equipment: ：SONY NEX5N+E55-210

1)High polarization efficiency: Facing the LCD display ( please not the direction, the filter facing
outward direction of the display) , if the display become dark totally, then the polarization
efficiency is high.
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What isThe Dedicated Polarizing Filter for Micro Camera
The dedicated polarizing filter is specially designed for micro-camera system, manufactured by
high-definition optical technology ensuring clear image, high-quality polarizing coating create
ingenious effects in image. Water-proof multi-coating effectively protect the glass from scratch,
water, oil, and fingerprint, the filter frame is made of high-quality aluminum alloy, and with black
anodized anti-reflected processing , which can efficiently absorb reflected light.

2)High-definition: Using the resolution instrument to test it or to take photo using ≥
200mm lens (focal length as long as possible), to see the decrease extent of the
resolution in real shot, the photography resolution cannot reduce significantly.
CPL Filter

CPL Filter

Picture shooting with CPL

BENRO SHD CPL-HD ULCA

Brand H High-grade CPL

Brand H Low-level CPL

WMC/SLIM

Picture shooting without CPL
3)High Transparency
As transparent as possible under natural light
See Picture: High-grade CPL is Much Sharper
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What is ND
ND filters, also called the grey filters, which is designed to reduce the light, the reduce ability of
ND filters on different wavelengths is same and uniform. ND filters only play the role of reduces
the light, but no impact on color of the original object, so it can reproduce the scene contrast in
real. The main purpose of using ND filters is to slower shutter speed, and is suitable for outdoor
shooting with large aperture, with a slow shutter speed to show a virtual waterfall, tide, making
the picture more impact.

Features of ND Filters
1)Under the bright light with large aperture to get small depth, blur background
2)Prolonged exposure time under bright light,
3)Soften water under bright light during landscape photography

Picture shooting with CPL

ND Filters

ND Filters
Picture shooting without CPL
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NDX, “X” stands for times of exposure time need to prolonged
ND4 Prolonged 2 steps shutter (exposure time prolonged 4 times)
ND8 Prolonged 3 steps shutter (exposure time prolonged 8 times)
ND16 Prolonged 4 steps shutter (exposure time prolonged 16 times)
ND1000 prolonged 10 steps shutter (exposure time prolonged 1000 times)
NDX gradual grey filters
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Comparison of Resin GND Filters and Glass GND Filters
1)Injection molding, surface accuracy is poor, the resolution is low
2)Resin materials cannot use long time
3)The dyeing process cannot solve shortcomings of high transmission in red wave, so

Features of High Quality ND
1)Adopts high quality optical materials
2)High precision surface
3)Easily cleans, and cannot be scratched easily
4)Transmission is uniform, and the transition is smooth
5)Low reflection
6)The frame adopts high quality metal materials

the photos easily reddish。
45

Transmission curve of
Resin dyeing ND

40
35
30
25

Testing Point A

20

The testing result is same at the three
different points; it means the dyeing
is uniform.

15
10

The red area transmission
is obviously higher than
others , this caused the
photos become reddish

Testing Point

B

Testing Point

C

5
0

Purple area
400

Blue area
450

Red area

Green area
500

550

600

650

700

The Glass Coating ND Filters
1)Precisely polishing, high precision surface, high definition
2)Glass materials, service life long time, cannot easily deformed
3)Neutral optical filters to be fine-tuned can make the transmission curve be straight,and absorb
uniformly the light in each wave range , this can ensure the picture not easy to cast

Transmission T%

Transmission curve of ND Filters

ND Filters

ND Filters

BENRO SD ND4 WMC
BENRO SD ND8 WMC
Brand L

Wavelength（nm）

The transmission curve of glass ND is obviously much straighter than resin dyeing
ND, the spectrum filtered through more evenly.
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ND Filters
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How to Distinguish GND

1)Try to choose the ND made from the glass materials
2)Put the ND on the white blank paper, observe whether the gradual transition of the color is
uniform, and deviation of the color is obvious
3)Using ≥200mm focus lens to take photos, observe whether it has impact on the resolution
of the image
4)According to the color cast testing
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What is GND
The grey gradual filter, called GND is for short, half of its filtered through the light, and half of its
blocked the light, which can block parts of lights go into the camera lens. Due to limit of the
digital camera and it cannot meet needs of large light scenes of the shooting environment. GND
filter is use to balance the image contrast from up to down or from left to right, it usually use to
reduce brightness of the sky, and reduce the contrast between the sky and the ground. Different
GND filters have different grey value; it transits from dark grey to colorless
According to the form of the gradual, GND can be divided into soft gradual and hard gradual
The soft gradual changes is slow, but hard gradual changes is relatively rapid
There are three common gradual filter models, which is divided based on the reducing of the
exposure, it can be divided into 1-3 steps.
GND filters have both circular size and square size, but during the practical operation, due to
the shooting environment, square GND is much easier compose picture, so we recommend you
choose square filters.

Features of High Quality GND
7)Adopts high quality optical materials
8)High precision surface
9)Easily cleans, and cannot be scratched easily
10)Transmission is uniform, and the transition is smooth
11)Low reflection
12)The frame adopts high quality metal materials

Picture Shooting without GND0.9

ND Filters

ND Filters
Picture Shooting with GND0.9
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Comparison of Resin GND Filters and Glass GND Filters
1)Injection molding, surface accuracy is poor, the resolution is low
2)Resin materials cannot use long time
3)The dyeing process cannot solve shortcomings of high transmission in red wave, so the
photos easily reddish

Brand S GND1.2 SOFT

Brand S GND0.6 SOFT

ND Filters

ND Filters
Brand H GND0.3 SOFT
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Resin Made in Domestic GND0.6 HARD
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Benro Glass Coating GND Filters
1)Precisely polishing, high precision surface, high definition
2)Glass materials, service life long time, cannot easily deformed
3)To be fine-tuned the coating technique can make the transmission curve be straight, and
absorb uniformly the light in each wave range , this can ensure the picture not easy to cast

How to Use the Square GND
The square GND is different from the circular GND, the square GND is not included the ring
using connect the lens, it only one single glass, here recommend the normally using way.
1)Holding the filter on the front of the camera lens, and start shooting when complete
composition of the picture
2)Using it by filter holder, connect the filter and lens together
On the process of shooting, due to the shutter speed can up to only few seconds at sometimes,
even hundreds of seconds, if use the GND by hand, the photographer cannot ensure stability of
the filters, in addition, it cannot next to the camera lens, so the gap between the GND filter and
Camera lens will allow some mix lights go inside, and caused glare light, so we recommend to
use GND together with the filter holders.

Use the GND by hand

ND Filters

ND Filters
Use the GND through filter holder
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How to Distinguish GND

Benro Filter Holders ( FH100/FH100U)

1)Try to choose the GND made from the glass materials
2)Put the GND on the white blank paper, observe whether the gradual transition of the color
is uniform, and deviation of the color is obvious
3)Using ≥200mm focus lens to take photos, observe whether it has impact on the
resolution of the image
4)According to the color cast testing

Newest Patent Structure
It is fit to 82mm CPL
It is fit to 16mm wide
angle lens
It is fit to 1 circular filter
+ 3 square filter
It is fit to 100mm square
filter

Operation

3)Mount the CPL on the filter holder,
CPL can be adjusted
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ND Filters

ND Filters

1)Mount the lens base on the lens

2)Insert the square filter base into the lens
base, then lock tighten

4)Mount the square filter
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What is NDX

Benro FB100 Filter Pouch

NDX is called ND for short, consisting of two polarizing filters, when light go through the first
polarizing filters, the light is selected to be at one direction, then continue to go through the
other polarizing filter. Due to different polarizing direction from the two polarizing filters, the light
will be weakened, when the two filters rotating mutually, the transmission will change from low to
high or change from high to low. Such filters can allow adjustable reduced light effect, called
adjustable reduced light filters, ND is for short

Benro filter pouch is big enough to keep
one filter holder and nine filters, there are
six grooves available to store the square
filters, and three grooves are available to
store the circular filters. Other accessories
can also keep inside such as shutter
cables or screwdriver and etc, it is very
practical.

Filter Holder

Circular filters
Shutter cable
Square filters
Filter tools

Picture Shooting without NDX
ND Filters

ND Filters
Picture Shooting with NDX
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Features of high-quality NDX
The Flaw in Adjustable ND Principle
1)Adopts high-quality polarizing glass
2)Adopts HD glass
3)Adopts ultra thin glass and frame
4)NDX should have limit function
5)There is no glare light between the glass, it should has low reflection coating
6)Uniform transmission, uniform reflection
7)Easily clean, and convenient to use at outdoor
8)The frame adopt high quality metal alloy

When density of the adjustable ND is beyond 450, it will occur cross lines, while before up to
450, due to superimpose of polarizing already caused uneven illumination effects on the image,
so use of adjustable ND cannot achieve the result when shooting with ND400, there will appear
uneven vignetting on the image. So Benro NDX filter patent structure owns limit function, which
can ensure to use under the uniform illumination adjustable range, easily confirm the maximum
and minimum available ND values.

1/320s

1/125s equal to ND2.5

3 step
1/80s

equal to Nd4

equal to Nd32

1/125s

4 step
1/60s

1/5s

equal to ND2.5

2 step
1/100s equal to ND3.2

5 step

equal to Nd5

1/40s

8 step

7 step
1/10s

1 step

MIN

No-adjustable Filter

equal to Nd64

equal to Nd8

6 step
1/25s

equal to Nd13

MAX
1/8s

equal to Nd40

ND Filters

ND Filters

Benro Ultra thickness NDX patent structure:
the thickness is equal to normal CPL
SD NDX-HD LIMIT ULCA WMC

Equipment:：EOS5D II +24-70F2.8@24mm

Common CPL
5.4

5.3

SD NDX-HD LIMIT ULCA WMC

Common ND
9.3

5.3
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Different focal length have different influence on
the image, the longer the focal length , the smaller
the impact on the image, please choose the adjustable
ND according to your personal needs
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4)Using ≥200mm focus lens to take photos, observe whether it has impact on the resolution of
the image
5)According to the color cast testing
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glass black
edge painted
filter thickness frame thickness
Water-proof
Resolution coating color

1)Choose the much more thickness NDX to avoid vignetting
2)Observe reflection of the lens on the white fluorescent, to see if the reflected light is strong, if
the reflected light is weak, then it means the coating is much better, the glare is less likely to
occur
3)Place the NDX on the blank white paper; observe whether it has obvious deviation.

ND Filters

ND Filters

Model

Size

Comparison List of Current NDX

How to Distinguish NDX
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Benro Filters Make the World More Vivid
With ever-increasing of digital camera Pixels, effects of photographic filters on the image
becomes much more obviously, the impact of low-quality photographic filters on the image is
very obvious. While Benro HD filters, in the era of high resolution can still achieve HD images,
which is the advantages of high-quality filters should owns. Benro, as the leader of photographic
equipment manufacturer, never follow after other brands but the pioneer; with the courage of
break through, Benro bring a revolutionary filter family to the world. This is an attitude to
precisely return the original of each light. Benro every piece filter have been tested by the lab
technicians, the precision processing technology and high quality materials adopts is the lifelong commitment to abide by a high-end filter brand.

Benro Filter Model Number
Series

Product Name

Filter size（mm）
37

40.5

43

46

49

52

55

58

62

67

72

77

82

100x100

150x100

SHD UV ULCA WMC

UV

PD UV WMC
UD UV SC
SHD CPL-HD ULCA WMC/SLIM

CPL

PD CPL-HD WMC
UD CPL-HD

Specific CPL
for Micro
Camera

PD PL-HD WMC FOR MIRRORLESS
UD PL-HD FOR MIRRORLESS

SD ND4 WMC
SD ND8 WMC

ND
(Circular )

SD ND16 WMC
SD ND1000 WMC
SD NDX-HD LIMIT ULCA WMC
UD NDX-HD LIMIT

SD ND4 WMC(S)
SD ND8 WMC(S)
SD ND16 WMC(S)

ND
(Square)

SD ND1000 WMC(S)
UD ND4 (S)
UD ND8 (S)
UD ND16 (S)
UD ND1000 (S)

GND

(Square)

SD GND0.9(S) SOFT WMC
SD GND0.6(S) SOFT WMC
SD GND0.3(S) SOFT WMC

Filter Accessories
Filter Holder FH100/ FH100U kts

Filter Bag

Filter Holder FH100S kits

Filter Tools
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